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I. INTRODI]CTION AI{D PRELIMINARIES

Let E be a real Banach space with ll 'll and 1et E* denote the dual

of E. Let K C E be a cone, that is, a closed convex subset such that

IKCK forevery l>0 and Kn{-K}={0}. Bymeansof K apartial

order < isdefinedas v<u if u-v€K. Welet K*=[{€E*:

0(u)t0 fora1l u€Kl.

A cone K is said to be normal if there exi-sts a real number N > 0

suchrhar 0<vcu implies llvll <ttllull where N isindependentof

urV. We shall always assume in this paper that K is a normal cone.

Let s denote the Kuratowskits measure of noncompactness' the prop-

erties of which may be found in [2141.

For any t0,r0 e C[I,E] such that v'(t) < w'(t) on I where

I = [0,T], we define the conieal segment

[v',w'l = [u € C[I'E]: t0 < u < wOJ,

and the set

e = [(t,u) € I x E: r € I and v,(t) < u < wO(t)J.

Let us consider the IVP

(1.1) u' = f (t,u), u(0) = uO'

where f € c [a,E]. suppose that t0,t0 e clJr,u1 and

(L.2) "; 
. f (t,v'), t; : f (t,w') on I.

Then t0,t0 are callecl lor,ver and upper solutions of (1.1) def ined in a

natural way.

A function f is said to be quasimonotone relative to K if v < u



and 0(v-u) = 0, 0 e r,t implies O(f (t,v)) < 0(f (t,u)). If E = Rn and

* = *1, the standard cone, the inequalities induced by K are component-

wise and the quasimonotonicity of f is reduced to

v<u and ri=*i,1<i<n implies f.(trv).fr(t,u).

In this special case one can prove the following result.

Theorem A. Let E = Rn and * = *1. Suppose that r0,t0 satisfy (1.2)

with v'(t) < w'(t) on I and that f is quasimonotone. Then there exists

a solution u(t) of (1.1) on I such that v'(t) : u(t) < w.(t) on I

provided v^(0) . ,t^ . w^(0).U _ U_ U

If f is not knorsn to be quasimonotone, r,re need to strengthen lower

and upper solutions as follows: for each i, 1 < i < n,

l-"1.,r < f, (t,o) for all o such that v'(t) . o : w'(t) and vO. (t) = oi,
(1.3) | " -

Lr6, > f .(t,o')' for all o such that v'(t) . o < w'(t) and w'.(t) = oi.

We then have the following classical result of Miiller.

Theorem B. Let E = Rn and * = *1. Suppose that r0,r0 satisfy (1.3).

Then the conclusion of Theorem A holds, See for the details of proofs [1r7].

We observe that the proofs of Theorems A and B depend crucially on the

modification of f, that is i rh.r" i(t,.r) = f(t,p(t,u)) and

pi(t,u) = maxlvo. (t),min{ui,w'i(t) }], for each i.

Clearly this nodification makes sense only when * = *1.

If K is an arbitrary cone, the inequalities (L.2) need no change.

On the other hand, the inequalities (1.3) can be formulated in terms of

functionals from K*, namely, for 4 € f*



l0(vi-r(t,o)) < 0 for all o such that v'(t) < o . r'(t) and Q(v'(t)-o) =0,(1.4) | "
h(wi-r(t,o)) > 0 for all o such that v'(t) . o < w'(t) and g(w'(t)-o) =0.

This version of condition (1.3) allows us to consider cones K other than

the standard eone. The question is whether Theorems A and B hold even when

K is an arbitrary cone. Theorem B may not be valid even in Rn as \,ras

shown byVolkmann [B]. Consider the example in R3. Let K = lue R3:

) ) 1l)(ui+u!)*'-. r31. Take vo = (0,0,0), wo = (2,0,2), fl = f3 = 0 and

["' if u1 [0,1] ,
f , = | 2*- tf if ul € lL,zl,- | 0 otherwise.

But the solution through uO = (1,0,1) is u(t) = (1,t,1) which does not

remain in the sector [v',w'l. Note also that f is Lipschitzian. Thus

it is evident that f being Lipschitzian is not sufficient to prove Theo-

rem B in the set up corresponding to (1.4).

Recently results corresponding to Theorems A and B are proved in [3r5].

In this paper, !/e consider a very general situation where f admits a mixed

quasimonotone property and the results obtained include and unify several

special cases.

2. MAIN RESULTS

To define appropriate classes of upper and lower solutions of (f.1) suita-

ble to our needs, we shal1 suppose that f admits a decomposition of the form

(2.1) f(r,u) = fo(t,u) * fr(r,u) + fr(r,u),

r,rhere f^rf-,f. € C[0rE].
UIZ

1

Deflnition 2.1. Let Vnrwn e C'[I,E]. Then Vn,wn are sai<l to be coupled
UIJUV



lovrer and upper quasi-solutions of (1.f) if

(2-2)

If in (2.2), equalities hold, then r0rr0

solutions of (1.1) .

Definition 2.2. Let v^,w^U'U
Then v'rw' are sai-d to be

of (1.1) if there exists

+

+

+

+
["b '
L'6 :

fo (t,vo)

fO(t,wO)

fr(t'vo)

f, (t,wo)

f ,(t,wO), v(0) 5 r0,

fr(t,vo), w(0) i ro.

f ,(t,wo) + u(vo-o) 1

f ,(t,vo) + M(wo-o) l

are said to be coupled quasi-

Clearly one can define, based on Ilefinition 2.1, coupled maximal and

urinimal quasi-solutions of (1.1).

We also need a stronger form of coupled upper and lower quasi-solutions

of (1.1).

e Cl[f,n] be such rhar v.(t) < w.(t) on I.

strongly coupled lower and upper quasi-solutions

< 0,

t 0,
[ 

*'"6

L0r'6

fO (t, o)

fo(t,o)

an M>0 suchthat

f 
, 

(t,vO)

f , 
(t,wO)

(2.3)

for all o such that v'(t) < o < w.(t), t

We list for convenience the following

(Ar) For any bounded set B in E,

cr(f(rxn)) < L0(B)

(Az) llf(t,ur) - f(t,ur)ll . Lllur-urll ,

(A3) fr(t,u) is nondecreasing in u

in u relatlve to K;

(A+) f'(t,rt) - fO(t,ur) > -u(ur-ur)

,2 i rli

€I and o'€K*.

assumptions.

(t,ur), (t,ur) € 0;

and fr(tru) is nonincreasing

whenever (trur), (t,ur) € 0 and



Forany 0CK,t, t€I,

0(f'(t,ur) - f0(t'ur)) - 0 if Q(ur-ur) = 0.

If f satisfies (2.L), (A3), (AO)'and (AS), we shall say that f is

a mixed quasimonotone map. This decomposition then corresponds to a similar

decomposition in finite dimensional- case, see [6].

Remark 2.1. Suppose that f is uniformly continuous. Then condttion (A1)

is redundant because in that case we have

where F(tnu) = fo(t,n(t)) + fr(t,rlt(t)) + f2(t,n2(t)) - M(u-nr(t)), and

nl'n2 € C[r'E] such that r]1rr]2 € [vorw'J. Then we have

and as a result (AZ)

Let us consider

(2.4)

(2. s)

where u = u(t)

a(f(Ixe)) = max a(f(t'S))
I

irnplies (Al), see l2l.

the llnear IVP

u' = F(tru), u(t) = ro,

Alnl,nrl = u

i.s the unique solution of (2.4) on

such that

-I of (2.4).

result given in

we define the

Lemma 2.1. Let (Ar) ho1d. Then for any t1,t2 € C[I'E]

t1rn2 € [vO,wO1, there exists a unique solution u(t) on

The proof of this lemma is similar to a corresponding

[3] with minor rnodifications.

For any n1rn2 € C[I,E] such that n1,n2 € [vo,w.L

mapping A: [vO,wO1 + C[I,E] by

I. Concerning the maP



following

Letrma.2.2. Let r0,r0 e cl[rrnJ with v'(t) < wo(t) on r. suppose

rhar eirher (a) (2.2), (At), (Al) and (A+) holds, or (b) (2.3)' (At) and

(A:) ho1ds. Then A maps the conical segment [v0'w0l into itself. In case

of (a), A posseses further a mixed monotone proPerLy on [vOrwOJ, that is'

Alnlnz] . A[n2,n1] whenever 11 ' 12 and ll,l2 € lvo,wol'

Proof . Let rl1 r r12 e C [I'E] be such that n1, n2 e [v''w'l and let
LL

u = A[n1,n2] where u = u(t) is the unique solution of (2'4) on I' We

set p = O(u-vO) for 0 e t<* and note that p(0) > 0. If (a) ho1ds, we have

p' > Olf'(t,nt) * fl(t,nl) + tr(t,nr) - M(u-nr) - fo(t,vo)

- rr(t,t0) fr(t,wo) )

> 0[-M(nf-v.) + fr(t,v') + fr(t,w') - lt(u-nt)

- fr(t,vo) - f.23'wo)l - -IfP.

If, on the otherhand, (b) is satisfied, one gets for all o such that

vo(t) < o < wo(t),

p' > +[f.(t,nr) * fl(t,nt) + tr(t,nr) - u(u-nt) - ro(t'o)

- f 1(t,t0) f ,(t,wo) - t"t(v,-o') l.

choosing o = 11, we arri-ve at

p' > Olf.(t,n1) + rr(t,vo) + fr(t,wo) - lt(u-nt) - ro(t,nr)

- fr(t,vo) - tz3,to) * M(vo-nr)l = -MP.



Consequently, in both cases, we get p(t) > p10;e-Mt > O on I. Since

0 € f* is arbitrary, this proves that r0 5, on I. A similar argument

yields that r . 
"0 on I. We thus have A[vOrwOl c [v'rw'l. It remains

to prove that A is mixed monotone. Let t1 . 12, tl = A[nr,nZ] and

12=A[n2'n11. Weset p=0(ur-ur) andnote p(0)-0 where 0€K*.

Then, we obtain using (Aa)

p' = OIf0(t,n2) + f1(t,n2) + tr(t,nr) - t"I(ur-nr) - fo(t,nl)

- rr(t,nr) - f z(t,\2) + u(ur-nr) 1

' S[-M(nr-nr) - M(ur-nr) + M(ur-nr)J = -Mn.

This shorss as before p(t) > 0 on I proving A[nr,nZ] : A[nr,nt]. The

proof of lernrna is complete.

In view of Lemma 2.2, we can define the sequences {vrr}, twrr} as follows:

vn+l = Alvrrrwrrl , wn+1 = Alwrrrvrr] and tort, a [vOrwgJ,

The following results relative to the sequences {vrr}, {wrr} ho1d, whose

proofs are similar to the correspondi-ng results in [3,5].

Lernrna 2.3. Let K be normal and let the assumptions of Lenuna 2.2 be satis-

fied. Then the sequences {vr.}, {wrr} are uniformly bounded, equicontinuous

and relatively compact on I.

Lernnra 2.4. Let K be normal and let the assumption (b) of Lemma 2.2 be

satisfied. If (Ar) holds, then m(t) - 0 on I where either m(t) =

lim sup llvr.,(t) - vrr_r(t)ll or m(t) = lim sup ll$r (r) - w , (t)ll .
n+@ rr rl-l- n+o n n-r



Proof. In view of foregoing Lemmas, because of (A) it follows, in case

of (b), that u(r) = p(t) = r(t) and v'(t) < u(t) "O(t) 
on I' In

case (a), we have to show that (prr) are coupled minimal and maximal

quasi-solutions of (1.1) on I. To this end, 1et (.tr,tr) be any coupled

quasi-solutions of (1.1) such that rl_rt2 € [vOrwOJ on I. Assume that

for some integer k t 0, we have tt-1 5 t1rt2 i tt-t on I. Then setting

p = $(ur-vO) and noting that p(0) = 0, we get

p'= glfo(t,ur) + fl(t,ur) + tr(t,ur) - f'(t,tk-l) - fl(t,tk-l)

- t2(t,wo-r) + M(vu_vu_r)1

> -l{p.

This implies that p(t) > 0 and proves tk 5 tl on I. A sirnilar argument

shows that rk 5 11 ,u2 1wk . on I. Since tO j tl, t2 5 t0 on I by

assumption, it follor^rs by induction that p ' ulru. t t on I' proving

that (prr) are coupled minimal and maximal quasi-solutions of (1.1) on I.

rf (Ar) holds, in addition, one easily sets r(t) = p(t) = u(t) and

v0 < u < w0 on I. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 2.1 contains several speclal- cases of importance. For exarnpLe,

consider the solution when (2.2) and (A:) are satisfted. If (Aa) and (AS)

hold, then Theorem 2.1 contains an extension of the results in [6] to Banach

spaces. If f1 = 0 and f., = 0 or fr= o and (Ar) holds, then we obtain

the results of t3l. . If f, = 0 and (Ar) holds, then we have a new resul-t.

If fl = O one also obtains an extension of results in [6].

Consider next the solution when (2.3) and (Ar) hold. Then Theorem 2.1-



In case (a), one can easily see that {vrr}, {wrr} are monotone sequences

such that

v^<v,u- I- n- n- I- u

Hence, in this case, the whole sequences {vrr}, {wrr} converge uniformly

and monotonically to continuous functions p and t, that is,

lim vrr(t) = p(t), lim wrr(t) = r(t) on r.

In case (b) holds, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 and (Ar) permit us to conclude that

the whole sequences {vrr}, {trr} converge uniformly to p(t), r(t) re-

spectively on I. It is then easy to show from (2.4) that p(t) and r(t)

are coupled sol-utions of (1.1) on I in each case.

We can now stat-e our main results.

'l

Theorem 2.1. Let K be normal and let r0,r0 € C'[I,E] with v.(t) < w'(t)

on L. If the assumptions (a) (2.2), (At), (A:) and (AO) hold, then there

exist sequences {vrr}, {wrr} which converge uniformly and monotonically to

coupled minimal and maximal quasi-solutions (p,r) of (1.f) on I; that is'

(ur,ur) I-s any coupled quasi-solutions such that t0 :. tl't2 1 t0 on I'

then

to5t1

provided v6(0) 1 "O i wO(O). If, in addition to (a), the condition (Ar)

is sati.sfied, then p(t) = r(t) = u(t) and t0 . t 5 t0 on I. If , on the

other hand, the assumptions (b) (2.3), (At), (Ar) and (Ar) hold, then there

exists a unique solution u(t) of (1.1) on I such that v'(t) < u(t) < w.(t)

on I provided vO(0) 5 rO j wO(O).
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contains a very general- extension of Mi.illerrs Theorern [1'7] to arbitrary

abstract cones. If fl = 0 and f2 = o or f2 = o and (Ar) holdsr

then we have the results of t5l. If f1 = 0 and (Ar) holds' then we

obtain a new result.
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